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Dial Press, United States, 2012. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Firsttion ed.. 231 x 150 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. From the co-author of the two-million copy mega-bestseller
The Rule of Four comes a riveting thriller with a brilliant premise based on the 2012 apocalypse
phenomenon--perfect for readers of Steve Berry, Preston and Child, and Dan Brown. For decades,
December 21, 2012, has been a touchstone for doomsayers worldwide. It is the date, they claim,
when the ancient Maya calendar predicts the world will end. In Los Angeles, two weeks before, all is
calm. Dr. Gabriel Stanton takes his usual morning bike ride, drops off the dog with his ex-wife, and
heads to the lab where he studies incurable prion diseases for the CDC. His first phone call is from a
hospital resident who has an urgent case she thinks he needs to see. Meanwhile, Chel Manu, a
Guatemalan American researcher at the Getty Museum, is interrupted by a desperate, unwelcome
visitor from the black market antiquities trade who thrusts a duffel bag into her hands. By the end
of the day, Stanton, the foremost expert on some of the rarest infections in the world, is grappling
with a...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in straightforward words and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that here is the best ebook i have got read through in my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Pr of . Cha r les B oehm-- Pr of . Cha r les B oehm

This sort of ebook is everything and got me to searching in advance plus more. I could comprehended everything out of this created e pdf. You are going to
like just how the author compose this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er
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